Fall Vegetable Gardens with Season Extension
Grow cool-season vegetables into the winter with low tunnels!
1) Choose & plant your cool-season crops (see table below):
 Use low tunnels to keep harvesting broccoli, cauliflower, lettuce, mustard greens,
spinach, Swiss chard, and turnips even after temperatures drop below freezing at night.
 Make later plantings (into October) of quick-maturing fall crops such as mustard greens,
radishes, turnips, and spinach, and use low tunnels to grow them to maturity.
Recommended Fall Crops for the NC Piedmont. Cabbage, Collards, and Kale with withstand a freeze down to the mid20⁰F. All other crops are ‘half-hardy,’ and will withstand only a light freeze (31⁰F) without extra protection.

Outdoor planting dates
Crop

(you can plant several weeks later
if you plan to use low tunnels!)

Spacing
between plants

Transplanted Crops (grow or purchase small plants in flats):
Broccoli
Aug 1 - Sept 15
18 inches
Cabbage
Aug 1 - Sept 15
12 inches
Cauliflower
Aug 1 - Sept 30
18 inches
Collards
July 1 - Sept 15
18 inches
Kale
Aug 1 - Sept 15
6 inches
Swiss Chard
Aug 1 - Sept 15
6 inches
Direct-seeded Crops (plant seeds in the ground):
Beets
Aug 1 - Sept 15
2 inches
Lettuce (leaf)
Aug 1 - Sept 30
6 inches
Mustard
Aug 1 - Sept 15
2 inches
Radishes
Aug 1 - Sept 15
2 inches
Spinach
Aug 1 - Sept 30
6 inches
Turnips
Aug 1 - Sept 15
2 inches

Days to Maturity
(approximate)
70 - 80
70- 80
55 - 65
60 -100
40 - 50
60 -70
55 - 60
40 - 50
30 - 40
25 - 30
50- 60
55 - 60

2) Build your low tunnel frame (see reverse for instructions).
3) Secure and remove the row cover and/or plastic as needed:
 Secure row cover over your low tunnels when temperatures will drop near or below freezing
(32⁰ F).
 Remove row covers during the day if temperatures will reach 50-60⁰ F or higher to prevent
excessive heat build-up.
 The heaviest-weight row covers (over 1.5 oz/yd2) need to be removed during the day on a
regular basis to ensure that the crops receive enough sunlight.

Building a Low Tunnel for Season Extension
Low tunnels are structures consisting of hoops (often PVC tubing) over vegetable beds, covered
with row cover (a lightweight fabric that allows air, water, and sunlight to pass through) and/or
clear plastic. Low tunnels create a slightly warmer environment, protecting semi-hardy vegetables
from frost. For tips on using low tunnels to extend your growing season into early spring and late
fall, see ‘Floating Row Cover’ (http://tinyurl.com/MDExtension-FRC-Handout).

Materials (for a bed 4’ wide x 8’ – 10’ long):


(6) pieces of 3/8’’ rebar, 2’ long each

 (3) pieces of 1/2’’ PVC, 7’ long each. Adjust the length of the PVC based on the width of your bed

and height of the crops you will cover. 7’ is ideal for a bed 4’ wide with crops such as broccoli or lettuce.
PVC can be cut to size with a ratcheting PVC cutter. You can add hoops for longer beds.

 (1) piece of heavy row cover to stretch over the frame. A row cover fabric with a weight of 1 –
1.25oz/yd2 provides at least 2-4⁰F of frost protection while offering reasonable light transmission.

Steps to Assembling a Low Tunnel:
1. On both sides of the bed, use a mallet or hammer to drive the rebar 10-12’’ into the ground on
either end of the bed and in the middle, leaving about a foot of rebar above ground.
2. Slip the PVC tubes over the rebar to form three bows: one at each end of the bed, and one in
the middle.
3. Stretch the row cover over the frame, and secure with rocks, bricks, boards, etc.
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